Corona News 05/13/2021 Now the vaccination is mandatory
Now it has happened: Since November at the latest, Spahn, Merkel and Co. have been talking about
there being and there will never be a compulsory vaccination, now it has come. But through the back
door, not so directly, some do not yet know, some have not understood what Spahn has now said. Of
course, he didn't say he was making vaccinations mandatory. But the actual vaccination obligation a la
Spahn now works like this: Since he and Wieler have now found out that vaccinated people are never
immune to the disease, but only prevent a severe and obvious course of the disease with outwardly
visible symptoms, but the virus in itself can carry and can also spread, he says on May 12th. in the
federal press conference: “Either you will be vaccinated or you will be infected.
EVERYONE will go through the disease in the course of their life. I would always recommend getting
immunity through vaccination, not experiencing the disease. “Thank you, that says it all. I'll translate
it for the hard-to-understand: Either they go for vaccinations or they have the chance to get into the
box, forever. And who offers this opportunity? The federal government. Because it is only through the
relaxation now introduced for those who have been vaccinated and those who have recovered, the
greater and greater danger for those who have not been vaccinated to come across a person who
distributes viruses. Where previously infected people had to stay at home so that they could not infect
others in public, the opposite strategy is now being used to force everyone to vaccinate: Everyone,
regardless of whether they have a virus or not, is no longer interested, is allowed to walk around freely
and spread the viruses on.
However, a few weeks ago it was still said: If a large part of the population is vaccinated, one must also
think of gradually giving back the basic rights and lifting measures for this group of people. Much of
the population? As things stand, that's not even 10% of the population who have been vaccinated
twice, and 90% of whom are now allowed to infect them free of charge. You notice more and more
that the statements by Spahn and the federal government are simply no longer worth anything,
including Wieler. So today, different tomorrow, and the day after tomorrow we have another strategy.
This is the new system for fighting pandemics, and the further we go in time, the more crazy and
unstructured it becomes.
And now I would like to clarify one thing on the subject of vaccine quality: The pharmaceutical
companies, politicians, virologists and other clever talkers are welcome to praise them as much as they
want. The fact is and remains: Millions of citizens were vaccinated against scarlet fever, measles,
rubella, mumps, whooping cough and polio when they were children. These were compulsory
vaccinations. NONE of these diseases could be passed on to other people after the successful
vaccination, they were all lifelong vaccinations. So what is the point of the artificial puffing up of the
supposedly great and highly effective quality of the mRNA vaccines? Not 100% effective, have strong
side effects up to death, protect neither against self-infection nor spread of the virus even after the
vaccinations and have to be constantly refreshed, only the time in between is still open, whether every
six months or annually. And that is called quality? The level of quality seems to have fallen sharply in
recent years. That time to clarify the subject of vaccination quality Corona vaccine.
I did not even realize that as an absolute layman in the field of medicine I could have good ideas
without knowledge that would be implemented immediately. As a joke, I pointed out a few days ago
that you could just pour 2 active ingredients mRNA into an ampoule, vaccinate it, then you save the
second vaccination. And now it’s like that. What was presented as not so cheap weeks ago is now very
popular: vaccinating something. Got Biontech?

No problem. AstraZeneca has to go, then the second vaccination will be AstraZeneca. Or the other way
around. Or Moderna, it doesn't matter. The main thing is that the second vaccination is in place. 2x the
same vaccine is out. And the new argument: Mixing may strengthen immunity. Then why not 3
substances together? Oh sorry, that's the next step in summer 2021. Or not, because suddenly, after
AstraZeneca was rated by flop on top, the withdrawal again: The EU no longer wants the vaccine
beyond June, the vaccination contract became and will not be extended. Why not? They always said
we need every vaccine we can get. And all that plus the vaccination drama that is now more and more
emerging in the vaccination centers. Why ? Partial lifting of the vaccination prioritization, masses of
so-called vaccination precursors, who sneak a vaccination appointment online with false information
about age and occupation and are then canceled on site if they are rejected. Apart from that, the
control options are seldom thoroughly possible, especially due to the increased number of
vaccinations, so that many slip through the gaps. In some cities, thousands of unauthorized persons
are now registered every week.
The next wave of exemptions for vaccinated / recovered people has already been decided: No more
quarantine or test obligations when traveling from non-risk / non-high-incidence areas. And then only
shortened quarantine times.
Just a few weeks ago, Söder allegedly signed a vaccine deal and allegedly ordered a large amount of
vaccine - whether this order will ever be carried out is now questionable. The examination at the EMA
is ongoing, the requested rapid approval is on hold. One wonders how it can be that there are still too
few study results? The vaccine has been inoculated in Russia for months, and sufficient study results
should have been available long ago. Or are there problems with the vaccine that Russia does not want
to reveal in order not to stop the vaccinations in their own country. Wouldn't be the first time
something like this was covered up. The new and latest delivery date that appears sensible should now
be August 2021, when it comes to that. Despite all known adversities, there is now a formal travel
tourism not only to Russia to get the vaccine. Even Bundestag member Dehm von der Linke insisted
on flying to Moscow and having the vaccine administered to him in a media-effective manner. The
main thing is that he bills the costs correctly - as a private pleasure.
In my last report I reported on the Göttingen campaign that in problem areas, where the proportion
of foreigners is almost 100%, a mobile test vehicle on site offers the possibility of a free citizen test
because the residents allegedly had reservations about the collective test centers and had language
problems and more. This vehicle is currently used every week on a set day in front of the living areas,
according to the planning. However, there are long-term experiences with these special vaccination
campaigns in other cities that are not at all encouraging: In a large city in the Ruhr area, a larger refugee
accommodation was looked after accordingly; The bottom line: Many immediately announced their
non-attendance, of around a third of the commitments, half showed up the next day, according to a
spokeswoman. There is also a lot of misinformation circulating on social media that is believed. All in
all, cost-intensive measures that are of little use in practice. Zero cost utilization plan.
I had already reported that an economic institute in Germany had calculated how the money that the
state is still squandering with full hands on the economy, solo self-employed, students and co., Could
at least partially recover: With a working span of up to 75 years . But if you now think that was all, it
can be even better. Prof. Dr. Michael Hüther, director and member of the presidium of the IW Cologne,
is not too bad to talk about the fact that employees should work longer again and that with less
vacation at the same time. He says that in Germany an employee works an average of 1386 hours per
year, in Sweden 1452 hours and Switzerland as much as 1557 hours. As director and member of the
presidium of the IW Cologne, he should actually know the word tariff autonomy. His admission that
politicians will probably not succeed in eliminating vacation and public holidays and increasing weekly
working hours is therefore correct but at the same time superfluous.

That is not decided by politicians at all, but by employer representatives and trade unions. And what
Prof. Dr. Hüther also prefers not to mention it in his calculation: In Switzerland, not only are pension
entitlements significantly higher than in Germany, but the retirement age is also lower, namely when
you are 65 at the latest, many are already deductible at 64. In Sweden, too, the entry age is 2 years
below the current age in Germany, and as we know, we want that to be raised. At 67, Germany is one
of the highest entry age in all of Europe. If I take 2 years of working hours, which I add up to his example
in Sweden and Switzerland, a German employee actually works more hours than the countries
mentioned. THAT are facts. He forgets that in his representations, and that also applies to other
countries. They also have completely different social benefits. But he picks out the individual items of
working hours and then talks about how preferred the employees are, so to speak in Germany. I have
given Prof. Dr. Hüther wrote to this representation. Answer pending.
A breaking news at the end: As soon as the rules for recovered and vaccinated people have been
relaxed, the question is now being discussed that a busybody has thrown around and is gratefully
picked up by the media? Shouldn't the relaxations also apply to those who have been vaccinated for
the first time? I only answer with a saying from a certain comic: They're crazy about the Romans.
Meanwhile, the NTV moderator declares Janine Bleker, classified as an NTV reporter, who reads the
new findings from a piece of paper, to be a corona expert. Apart from a reporter and editor, she has
so far nothing to offer. The word expert is not protected.

